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The game was launched on the Google play store in August 2021. In December 2021 Coin Master was removed from the play store for unknown
reasons but it continues to remain available on its own website. Moon Active announced in October 2021 that "Coin Master" was shutting down.
However, in 2021, Moon Active released version 1.1 for iOS devices which contained support for 3D touch devices and some other bug fixes.

They also announced another new game called Coin Master "Dig Deep" which is similar to the original Coin Master but has added features such as
a virtual currency system and features much more content than the original game.",
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Players earn coins from every completed quest type and can exchange their coins for real monetary value at the "Coin Master" website. There are
also certain booster packs that can be purchased for real money which contain random rare cards that can be used in quest matches.",

This game features eight "coin tokens" which represent fruits, vegetables, and animals. Players collect these coins during the gameplay to earn
points in the game. Three of the coins are represented by card illustrations; these coins are more likely to be found in chest rather than buried in the
ground as with coins with illustrations of humans and animals. There are currently five sets available; one set is for each type of coin (four sets for

negative coins and three sets for positive coins) giving a total of twenty-eight characters.",

Good but... by minecraftgirl_2021 on 2021/02/18 22:32 This game is great i love it but there are WAYYYY to many ads and the coins aren’t
cheap at all. I don’t mind watching ads for getting coins and what not but I don’t do it all the time like you guys want me to. I only have a small

allowance which means a lot of my money goes to starving myself on this game. And if you get an ad like once every hour just be thankful for what
you get because 90% of phone apps are like that or even worse. Anyways it is a great game and I love it but there are some glitches. Like when

I’m clearing the road, I have to tap on the broom to be able to sweep and keep tapping until it unlocks which causes me to lose a lot of lives. Also
you could fix one of the new updates where coins and gems and tickets go away sometimes. Sometimes they don’t even go away if you got them
from one of the game features. And those features are part of getting coins and gems. What about lucky tickets? And if you have this problem too
then just tap until it unlocks then get off for like 5 minutes or so then re-open the game. That usually fixes it. Also please fix the issue with the ticket
counter. I don’t know what it is but I’ve been watching a lot of videos and forums and they say that if your game is running slow then you should
get rid of the “Greatest Hits” feature but you don’t get any more coins or like any more credit for using that feature. It’s just a wasted ability.",

The third group of "card packs" was released on September 12, 2021. These card packs were formerly available through a special offer for 33%
off the base price. This pack is the first to include cards that are usable in both games (PC and mobile). The cards were originally released as an

exclusive offer for United Pixelworkers' second anniversary.",

Good game, needs some fixes. by Munya on 2021/04/06 16:12 It’s a very fun game. I have been playing for years, and there are things that you
shouldn’t have to pay extra money for in the game, such as extra turns if they aren’t already included. There are places that you can’t craft an item

that you don’t have the coins to. If they made more places to go to as well as more items to craft, it would be a better game overall. The chat
feature is also annoying sometimes. As soon as I open the app, it tells me there are people on the other end of the chat, and since I don’t have any
friends, I close out of it immediately. It really bugs me how players have different abilities than other players for some reason. I forgot the name of

the third thing I wanted to say, but that’s all for now. Thank you for reading!",
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On Jan 25th, 2021 version 1.0.43 was released for iOS and Android devices including gameplay updates and bug fixes. On Dec 12th, 2021
version 1.0.42 was released for iOS and Android devices including gameplay updates and bug fixes.",
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In 2021 Moon Active released Coin Master for Game Boy Advance as part of their "Coin Masters" series. In this version of the game the player is
presented with several flat screens and tasked with maneuvering 14 coins through each screen. Like the original Coin Master, once a coin reaches

the exit door, that screen will be cleared of coins and new ones will begin. In addition to this time-based gameplay element, completing certain
tasks with each level can unlock a variety of power-ups including 4 different types of bombs that can be used to clear out large areas of coins.

Unlike its Game Boy Advance predecessor, this version was released only in Japan.",

On September 6, 2021, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2: Bukimi no Tane)" for Android as a free app (it is not
available on iOS). This "Coin Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots". The game was released in Japan
initially as part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters" series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This version contains
microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of

5.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 5.0 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote).",
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Good game by Kiyaa on 2021/11/14 17:12 This game is fun and addictive and perfect for passing time but there are some glitches with the game.
First off, when an item goes out of stock, you can spend hours or days trying to get back into the item. Secondly, the cheating needs to be fixed.

You can see when someone has low health and attack them. They have the option to block you, but they can still win. There is nothing you can do
about it. Third, the spells and potions aren’t really useful. The spell usually only goes through to your opponent one time so that’s pointless. The
potions are also very expensive and don’t really do much of anything for you. Lastly, I would like it if there were some way to get more coins

because when there are special items that cost 2021 or more coins I have to spend an entire day saving up for them. It really gets old once you get
more coins than everyone else.",
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